Changes in the organic carbon resources in successive forest development stages on dunes in the Toruń Basin
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Abstract. One way to prevent the growing carbon dioxide amount in the atmosphere consists in afforestation of forest wastelands such as: heaths, peat bogs, swamps. Replacing such ecological systems by planting them with trees allows to increase the afforested area and, at the same time, to increase the accumulation of organic carbon in the plant biomass. The growing contribution of forest stands may lead to natural restoration, mostly by self-seeding.

This study determined changes in the organic carbon resources at the following stages of the natural succession occurring on heaths. The changes were compared with values obtained for the pine cultivation developed from artificial afforestation of the inland dune. The study was conducted on the heathland near the southern boundary of Toruń. Four plots were established in the gradient of the increasing density of pine. The second object of the study was an artificial pine cultivation established on the suburban inland dune (Zadroże Dune). The heather was preserved in abundant quantities in places where wilding pine trees occurred in small numbers (plot I), whereas in places with older self-sown plants (plots III and IV), the heath covered only a small part of the study area, beneath the canopy gaps allowing greater sunlight penetration. The artificial forest cultivation established on a dry habitat with trees three times older compared to self-sown pines on the heathland accumulates similar amounts of carbon in the biomass. The performed analysis showed that there are no significant differences in the carbon resources accumulated in the artificial and well-developed forest ecosystem (ca. 108.30 t C_{org}/ha) compared to carbon resources in the naturally developing area (plot IV; 94.61 t C_{org}/ha).
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1. Introduction

Global climate changes and the accompanied transformations within the biosphere induced by an increase in the CO₂ concentration in the Earth’s atmosphere are one of the most important problems of the contemporary ecology (Breymer, 1998; Breymer et al., 1998). Carbon dioxide (CO₂) is the main greenhouse gas. Since the beginning of intensive measurements of its concentration in the atmosphere (i.e. 1958), the amount of this gas has been gradually increasing (Keeling et al., 1989; Bernadzki, 2011). The atmospheric carbon fixation by forest ecosystems and their impact on the global carbon balance are discussed for almost all countries with a high afforestation rate, both on a local, regional, national and continental scale (Bhatti et al., 2002; Birdsey & Lewis, 2003; Cannell, 2003; Finèr et al., 2003; Karjalainen et al., 2002, 2003; Kurbanov & Post, 2002; Liski et al., 2002; Mund et al., 2002; Nabuurs & Schelhaas, 2003; Orihuela-Belmonte et al., 2013; Patenaude et al., 2003; Vucetich et al., 2000; Zhang & Xu, 2003; Zhang et al., 2012; Zhong et al., 2003).

When analysing the possible solutions to mitigate the growing “greenhouse effect”, it has been frequently emphasized that the increasing content of CO₂ in the atmosphere should be inhibited by increasing the retention of carbon in the biosphere and lithosphere.

The accumulation of carbon in plant biomass may prevent this effect. In particular, forest ecosystems accumulate
large amounts of carbon in living and dead organic matter (Burschel et al., 1993). The worldwide research indicates that mostly tropical forest accumulates large amounts of carbon and plays a significant role in the carbon cycle (Orihuela-Belmonte et al., 2013). Furthermore, it has been proved that plantations of acacia and eucalyptus in the climate of China are good resources of biomass, and consequently very well accumulate organic carbon and reduce its content in the atmosphere (Zhang et al., 2012).

One way to prevent the growing amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is through afforestation of forest wastelands, e.g., heaths, peat bogs, swamps. Replacement of such ecological systems by cultivation of trees (usually pine) contributes to an increased accumulation of organic carbon in plant biomass. On the other hand, such ecosystems being ecological sites are, at the same time, refugia of biodiversity. They often determine the tourist attractiveness of a given area and stimulate the economic development (beekeeping, sometimes livestock grazing). A variety of functions performed by ecological sites are the cause of disputes between foresters, ecologists and scientists, because on the one hand, the afforestation of these sites is advantageous since it is followed by an increase in the accumulation of carbon through an increase in the afforested area, while on the other hand, it involves extinction of this kind of ecosystems.

In the nature conditions of Central Europe, heaths are a common type of ecosystems, naturally or artificially afforested. Their preservation is very important for the nature conservation and requires a lot of research, including in particular a precise description of the sites. The major problem is, however, classification of heaths as wastelands which should be afforested (Dyrektor Generalny Lasów Państwowych, 2003, 2012). These processes were described by Oheimb et al. (2008) and Lauschner and Rode (1999), and they have contributed to the disappearance of common heather in many areas. Due to extensive afforestation conducted in Poland in recent years, the contribution of heaths in the land use structure and the land cover has significantly declined (GIOŚ, 2012). The development of forest as a consequence of heathland afforestation was studied by e.g. Nienartowicz et al. (2002, 2009) well Rode (1999a, b).

Afforestation can be carried out not only through artificial forest restoration, but also through natural processes, mainly self-seeding. Consequently most of the heath on the Zdrożne Dune near the city of Toruń disappeared after the early 1960s (Nienartowicz et al., 2009) and Calluna vulgaris (L.) was replaced, in a natural way, by young wilding trees after the land-use change.

For a better understanding and advancement of knowledge about the European heathlands, the European Heathland Network was designated. Owing to such networks, it is possible to formulate the economic policy in relation to heaths, which would allow their special protection as a unique and vanishing ecological systems.

The aim of the present paper was to determine changes in the organic carbon resources in subsequent phases of natural vegetation encroachment on dune heaths in the Toruń Basin. These changes were compared with values obtained for a pine plantation developed from artificial afforestation of the inland dune. In addition, it has been assumed that phytocoenoses of artificial pine plantations are significantly different from natural phytocoenoses developed from self-seeding pine in respect of the total resources of plant biomass and organic carbon accumulated in the biomass.

### 2. Study area

The research was carried out near the southern border of Toruń, in the district of Podgórze, in the vicinity of the village Mała Nieszawka (Fig. 1). The selected study area is situated between the S10 express road, the former Toruń – Inowrocław road and the railway line to Inowrocław and Poznań (Miejska Pracownia Urbanistyczna w Toruniu, 2006). Four experimental plots were located in this area.

The study area is a dune with sandy soils covered with many heaths. The woods of Scots pine *Pinus sylvestris* occurring on the heathland come mostly from self-seeding. This is evidenced by a characteristic habit of pine trees and their low height as compared to DBH (diameter at breast height). Such a habit formation of pine in the forest stand derived from self-sown plants was described by e.g. Bialobok et al. (1970). Pine trees growing on the studied dune are branching from the soil surface, which means that the maintenance treatments were not implemented in the forest stands. Some pine specimens grow very close to each other, which further confirms that the analysed community is not a forest plantation. In places where more light penetrates through the open canopy of trees, the abundant development of the common heather was observed. Dwarf shrubs completely disappeared on the Zadroże Dune, which was artificially afforested (Nienartowicz et al., 2009). The dune is located at a distance of ca. 1 km north-west of the studied heath and covers an area of ca. 5.48 ha (Fig. 1).

It appears from the research by Okołowicz (1949) that primeval forest growing on the Zadroże Dune was cut down ca. 1870. This is confirmed by Anknejówna and Górska (1949) who argue that before 1949 the dune was covered with forest as evidenced by trunks of old trees which still remain in the area. Planned forestry began only in the mid-19th century, so it can be assumed that forest growing on the dune in the 19th century was of natural origin. Also between 1870 and 1949, trees spontaneously occurred on the dune area. However, the process of natural
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Figure 1. Location of the study area

Figure 2. Land use of the Zadroże Dune area in 1961 (A) and 2004 (B)
forest development on the dune was very slow. Artificial forest reconstruction on the dune proceeded in several stages. It started in 1950 with afforestation of the central part of the dune; the second fragment was afforested in 1959. The eastern part of the dune was afforested in two stages, i.e. in 1966 and 1983 (Fig. 2). According to Kruczyńska (2012), the total area of the present-day forest growing on the Zdroże Dune is 3.71 ha. The dune afforestation process was presented by Nienartowicz et al. (2009) on a series of topographic maps.

3. Methods

Four experimental plots were selected on the heathland (Fig. 3), each with an area of 100 m² (10 m x 10 m). The plots were located in the transect of the increasing pine density, from the site with the smallest density (I) to the site with a dense canopy of trees (IV). The sites were located within a short distance from each other and represented different stages of the forest developing as a result of natural regeneration.

At each site, dendrometric measurements were taken and the age of trees was determined. The diameter at breast height was measured using a DBH meter (at a height of 1.3 m from the ground), and their height was determined using a height meter SUUNTO PMS/1520. If one tree branched out into two or three thick boughs, the DBH and the height of each bough were measured. The age of self-seeding trees was determined by a classic method consisting in counting the whorls and adding two years to the result obtained, as recommended by Łukaszkiewicz (2011). On this basis, the plant biomass at each study site was assessed. The trunk volume of each tree was assessed according to yield tables of trees (Czuraj, 1990). If the determination of these values was not possible directly from the tables, interpolated values were used. If the tree branched out into two or three thick branches, the biomass of all branches was added up. When assessing the biomass, the specific gravity was adopted for the 80-year-old forest stand, i.e. 0.49 t/m³ (Krzysik, 1978). The biomass of tree trunks was calculated based on the calculation of average reserves in m³/ha. Next, the biomass of the canopy was calculated using the value of the T/M index equal to 1.33 (Deptula, 2006), according to Murillo-Rodriguez’s methodology (1994, 1997). When estimating the biomass of the underground parts of trees, it was assumed that roots accounted for 14% of the whole tree’s biomass (Laurow

Figure 3. Location of the experimental plots (I–IV)
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1966; Fonseca, et al. 2011). The amount of biomass contained in the undergrowth was calculated according to the value of the index quoted for dry coniferous forest, i.e. 1.94 t d.m./ha (Deptuła 2004). Whereas for non-forest ecosystems such as heath, the index was 6.66 t d.m./ha (Lieth, 1975; Whittaker, 1975; Whittaker & Marks, 1975; Traczyk, 1968, 1971).

Furthermore, the content of organic carbon was calculated on the basis of the estimated biomass at each experimental plot of the analysed forest, both in the plant biomass of the tree layer and in the remaining vegetation components of the ecosystem. It was assumed that organic carbon accounts for 50% of the dry plant biomass (Deptuła, 2004).

To compare the sites overgrown with self-seeding pine and artificial plantings of pine, the results of the previous research conducted on the Zadroże Dune as part of a BSc thesis were used (Kruczyńska, 2012).

The distribution of trees and the vertical projection of their crowns were determined at the experimental sites in

Figure 4. Cover of the experimental plots
the grid of squares 1 m x 1 m (Fig. 4). In addition, the sites overgrown with common heather *Calluna vulgaris* (L.) were marked.

The location of the study sites was presented using the ArcGIS 9.3.1 software and the aerial photographs available on the website (www.geoportal.gov.pl). Furthermore, a database for each study plot was compiled. The databases were used to create distribution maps of heather and individual trees with the vertical projection of their crowns, and the area covered by the former and the latter was calculated.

### 4. Results

Figure 4 presents the vegetation cover of each study site. Only two young pine specimens with an average DBH of 2.12 cm and a height of 0.3 m and 2 m occurred in plot I. The average age of these trees was assessed at 6 years. Most of the plot was overgrown with common heather *Calluna vulgaris* (L.); the remaining part of plot I was covered with vegetation characteristic of dry grasslands with such species as e.g.: *Dicranum undulatum* (Schrad.) and *Pleurozium schreberi* (Willd.).

Five specimens of Scots pine grew at site II. One of the trees was branchy and divided into four boughs; the vertical projection of its crown covers a considerable part of the plot. The four other trees were young and hence not so large. The common heather *Calluna vulgaris* (L.) developed under the smallest pine. Empty spaces outside the vertical projections of the crowns are covered mainly with grasses of dry habitats with some admixture of mosses and epigeic lichens from the genera *Cladonia*. The average DBH of the pine trees occurring at this site is 11.7 cm, the average height – 6.17 m and the mean age was estimated at 16 years.

At plot III, seven specimens of Scots pine were inventoried. One of the trees was branchy and divided into four trunks. Three other pine specimens growing on plot III had DBH of 15–26 cm and one pine was divided into two boughs: one thinner (7.5 cm) and one thicker (17 cm). One specimen of *Pinus sylvestris* (L.) was a young tree with DBH of 4 cm. The average age of trees was estimated at 22 years. The vertical projection of the tree crowns covers a considerable part of the plot, while the heather occupies a small area. *Calluna vulgaris* (L.) developed mainly along the plot's peripheries, i.e. in places where the canopy of trees was less dense and the light could penetrate through the branches of the trees. The study sites not covered by the vertical projection of the tree crowns or by the heather were covered with plants characteristic of dry grasslands, e.g. *Dicranum undulatum* (Schrad.) and lichens from the genus *Cladonia*.

Of all four plots, plot IV with five specimens of Scots pine most closely resembles the developed forest ecosystem. The age of pine trees was determined as 28 years, i.e. the oldest of the inventoried trees. Two trees were branchy and divided into three trunks. In addition to these pine trees, two specimens with DBH of 10 cm and 16 cm occurred at plot IV. The fifth pine was a young tree with DBH of 4 cm. The vertical projection of the tree crowns covered ca. 2/3 of the plot. Heather specimens occurred in the form of a few small clusters (Table 1). The remaining part of the plot was much shaded and covered with undergrowth characteristic of dry coniferous forest, including mainly *Dicranum undulatum* (Schrad.) and *Pleurozium schreberi* (Willd.).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experimental plot</th>
<th>heather cover ([m^2])</th>
<th>canopy of trees ([m^2])</th>
<th>groundcover ([m^2])</th>
<th>sands ([m^2])</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>91.96</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>45.67</td>
<td>50.91</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>19.77</td>
<td>78.29</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>7.49</td>
<td>62.96</td>
<td>29.55</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It appears from the data contained in Table 1 that plot I was dominated by heather, while the crowns of trees covered only a small area. Plot II was covered in 50% by the heather and the other 50% of the plot was shaded by the crowns of trees. As much as 80% of plot III was covered by the canopy of trees, while the common heather covered over 20%. The value of over 100 m² at this plot results from the overlapping areas covered by the projection of tree crowns and heather. Over 60% of site IV was under the crown of trees, 8% was covered by heather, and the remaining ground surface was covered with undergrowth vegetation typical of dry coniferous forest.

Table 2 presents the comparison of all plots. With the increasing code number of the plots, and hence the increasing density of the trees, the content of biomass and the content of organic carbon in the plant material were increasing too. On the other hand, the amount of biomass associated with the common heather was decreasing. The undergrowth covered a small area at each plot and it was assumed that the value of this parameter at site III was zero.

Table 3 presents the comparison of the biomass and the organic carbon content on the Zadroże Dune in 1949, i.e. at the time when the area was mostly covered with heath and in 2009 (after afforestation), i.e. when the area was overgrown with Scots pine in nearly 100%. It appears from the data that trees accumulated over 10 times more organic carbon compared to the heathland and non-forest communities.
Table 2. The content of biomass and organic carbon at each plot, taking into account different components of the ecosystem (trees, undergrowth, heath)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimental plots</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>II</th>
<th>III</th>
<th>IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The amount of biomass in the forest stand [t d.m.]</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.4981</td>
<td>0.7963</td>
<td>1.8813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of biomass in the groundcover [t d.m.]</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.0055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of biomass in the heath [t d.m.]</td>
<td>0.0616</td>
<td>0.0312</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>0.0639</td>
<td>0.5295</td>
<td>0.8116</td>
<td>1.8922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corg. content [t Corg.]</td>
<td>0.0320</td>
<td>0.2648</td>
<td>0.4058</td>
<td>0.9461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corg. content [t Corg./ha]</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>26.48</td>
<td>40.58</td>
<td>94.61</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The land-use structure and the amount of plant biomass in different land-use forms on the Zdroże Dune in 1949 and 2009 (Kruczyńska, 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land use structure</th>
<th>Area [ha]</th>
<th>Total biomass [t d.m.]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>1949 2009</td>
<td>1949 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest stand</td>
<td>0.05 3.71</td>
<td>13.81 1024.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heathland</td>
<td>0.59 0.03</td>
<td>6.45 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cemetery</td>
<td>0.28 0.29</td>
<td>7.36 7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grasslands (roadside and xerothermic grasslands)</td>
<td>2.54 0.84</td>
<td>80.66 22.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others (sands, roads, monument, ruins of buildings)</td>
<td>2.02 0.61</td>
<td>- -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL:</td>
<td>5.48 5.48</td>
<td>108.28 1054.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corg. content [t Corg.]</td>
<td>54.14</td>
<td>527.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corg. content [t Corg./ha]</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>108.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion and conclusions

For many years, the extensive scientific studies and discussions have been conducted worldwide to understand the origin of the greenhouse effect and to develop the best reduction methods. The problem of CO₂ concentration in the atmosphere is often discussed by different researchers, both in Poland (Breyymeyer, 1998; Breyymeyer et al., 1998) and abroad (Hansen, 2009). After years of publicizing the problem and modernization of the industry towards the reduction of CO₂, NOₓ and SOₓ emissions, scientists began to develop methods which will further reduce the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere (IPCC, 2007). In the USA in 1995, large industrial enterprises have invested more than 2.5 million USD to create an organization that would deal with reduction of the carbon dioxide content in the atmosphere. The main objective of this organization was to create eight projects which would combine the implementation of measures aimed at reduction of the CO₂ amount (e.g. planting of trees in rural areas, forest conservation) with funding the research related to this problem (Kinman et al., 2000). This initiated the process of afforestation of forest wastelands such as heaths.

In Poland, heaths are associated mainly with active or abandoned military training grounds (GIOŚ, 2012). The forest administration considers the abandoned military training grounds as wastelands. After the process of land reclamation, which often involves mine clearance, forest plantations are established and consequently the heath ecosystems disappear.

Natural regeneration of forest is yet another factor that causes withdrawal of the common heather. Large and exposed areas of heaths on former military training grounds are relatively quickly colonized by self-sown trees, mainly pine, and consequently the heath ecosystems disappear. This effect was observed on the experimental plots. The heather was preserved in abundant quantities in places where wilding pine trees occurred in small numbers (plot I), whereas in places with older self-sown plants (plots III and IV), the heath covered only a small part which allowed
greater sunlight penetration. As evidenced by the studies of e.g. Nienartowicz et al. (2002) and Amici et al. (2012), the afforestation reduces the species diversity because of the forest species dominance. of the study area beneath the canopy gaps.

The artificial forest plantation established on a dry habitat with trees three times older compared to self-sown pines growing on the heathland with characteristic trees of small height and relatively large DBH accumulates similar amounts of carbon in the biomass. The performed analyses showed that there are no significant differences in the carbon resources accumulated in the artificial, well-developed forest ecosystem from 2009 (ca. 108.30 t Corg./ha) compared to the carbon resources in the naturally developing area (plot IV; 94.61 t Corg./ha).

A similar relationship was observed in the studies carried out in Australia, which proved that there was no difference in the amount of accumulated carbon between the forest plantation and the natural forest (Preece et al., 2012).

Based on the amount of carbon accumulated in the plant biomass, the physiognomy of the plant community growing on the Zadroże Dune in 1949 could be described as a transitional stage between the state observed at plot I of the studied heath (3.20 Corg./ha) and the succession stage observed at plot II (26.48 Corg./ha).

In the context of greenhouse-effect prevention through CO₂ absorption from the atmosphere, it is not important whether the habitats with a very low trophic status are planted with trees or left to natural succession. Natural forest regeneration is, however, less invasive compared to forest plantations as it allows the coexistence of a forest and a heath, or a peat-bog, for a long time. This co-occurrence takes place at least in the initial phase of the development. Later, as evidenced by scientific studies, uncontrolled and robust self-sown plants cause disappearance of heaths and other non-forest communities.

It is also worthwhile to consider the possibility of reconstruction of some heaths through timber harvesting from forest stands of natural origin. Monitored and well-planned treatments would increase the penetration of light down to the forest floor, and consequently the growth of heather. The timber obtained from trees growing in natural ecosystems does not have economic importance (except for fuel) because of several defects. Nevertheless, for the same reason (bends, knots) it may represent an interesting raw material used by the local craftsmen, e.g. to make furniture or floor boards with an interesting pattern.
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